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South African Politics: January 2022 
  

MNI Point of View  
Knives out for Ramaphosa as Zondo Report Ruffles RET Feathers Pre-NEC 
 
Summary 
 

• Findings of the Zondo Commission’s inquiry into state capture have set the stage for a key political 
power struggle in 2022, with corruption and factionalism placed front and centre.  

• ANC intra-party divisions over corruption have been widening for years, culminating in an 
historically weak local election showing and social unrest/rioting in July as pandemic-fuelled 
unemployment and poverty pressures hit fever pitch.  

• A patchwork of hung municipalities and socio-political landmines mark a contentious year for SA’s 
political landscape as we look towards December’s National Elective Conference and 2024 
presidential elections.  

• Renewed anti-corruption inertia could make or break the foundations of Ramaphosa’s campaign to 
re-centralise power within himself and his faction this year - using public outrage to fuel an 
elimination of political rivals ahead of the December NEC.  

• SA’s weak punitive enforcement track record and a swathe of detractors from the Zuma/RET faction 
should provide significant hurdles to progress should the President fail to step up to the plate on 
implementation. 

• We expect efforts from the RET faction to oust Ramaphosa to intensify this year in the lead-up to 
the conference. However, the likelihood of success is low with an additional but minor risk of a 
splintering of the ANC. This is not our base case, however, as it is unlikely that such a party would 
survive the breakaway.   

 
 
Power Politics & Ethno-Cultural Divisions - SA at the Tipping Point  
 

In 2022, the political focus is on the balance of power and its application. Power politics in SA extends 
beyond intra-ANC squabbles to deep-rooted ethno-cultural divisions that were reflected in the weak local 
election showing and July riots as the Zulu populous showed its disdain for actions against ex-president 
Zuma. SA stands at a political and economic tipping point in 2022-24 with the possibility of a new era of 
greater ANC transparency and reform on one hand, and more of the same degenerative status quo on the 
other. Ramaphosa holds the key to the former scenario through rallying against corruption and re-
centralising power within his faction or being unseated by the opposing RET faction - resulting in the second 
more concerning outcome.  
 

Zondo Report is Ramaphosa’s “Ace in the Hole” to Boost Anti-Corruption Image 
 

Since taking office, Ramaphosa has been broadly accused of being slow to act on corruption-accused party 
members - often being construed as weakness. However, this is rather more reflective of years of state 
capture and complex political patronage networks of implicated allies and enemies alike that must be 
carefully navigated to maintain the delicate balance of power, while trimming the unsavable members that 
flew much too close to the sun under Zuma.  
 

Here, Rampahosa is extremely cautious in gathering extensive support/evidence from varied sources and 
bodies of authority against implicated high-ranking officials - effectively removing his personal influence 
from the overarching decision to force them to step down instead of holding unilateral responsibility for their 
expulsion. The Zondo report is no different.  
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Ramphosa’s decision to publish the report immediately is part of this same strategy aimed at leveraging 
public opinion to simultaneously boost his public anti-corruption image, while subjecting any decisions of 
implicated officials to the will of the infuriated public. This report is Ramaphosa’s “Ace in the hole”, which 
he will likely use to squeeze or silence any RET rivals, many of whom were involved in extensive corruption 
during the Zuma era, such as suspended ANC Secretary General Ace Magashule.  
 

Waning ANC/Ramaphosa Support a Catalyst for New Anti-Corruption Inertia? 
 

ANC support fell to historic lows in 2021 with the party securing 46.05% of the vote at the local general 
elections vs 53.91% in 2016. The RET faction has placed the blame squarely on Ramaphosa, while the 
more accurate reason is a culmination of years of corruption and poor service delivery from the party as a 
whole (especially during the Zuma years). The resulting patchwork of hung municipalities creates a 
challenging landscape for achieving much-needed structural reforms to re-ignite growth and address 
endemic unemployment. Although the ANC has promised to reduce corruption going forward, 
Ramaphosa’s detractors will likely continue to frustrate the reform process through various political 
channels in 2022 with attempts to undermine his clean image.  
 

Ramaphosa’s reputation and approval ratings came under fire in 2021 (now 63% vs 86% in 2019) as the 
effects of the pandemic continued to create a drag on growth and unemployment with SA’s persistent (~2%) 
output gap an ever-present reminder of its economic woes. Public discontent boiled over in the July riots 
fuelled by pandemic-heightened unemployment and poverty, with Zuma’s arrest being the spark that lit the 
powder keg. Economic activity and GDP turned sharply lower in July, with property damage estimated at 
R20bn and the drop-off in activity shaving 0.5% off FY21 GDP. However, while activity recovered 
somewhat, the political implications are more permanent.   
 

 

The July riots had a distinctly political angle from Ramaphosa’s detractors (Zuma/RET faction) with 

evidence of deliberate sabotage to infrastructure and orchestrated rioting aimed at unseating the President. 

While this pseudo-coup attempt largely failed, elements of social discontent and factional ambitions to 

remove Ramaphosa remain elevated with rivals building their support bases ahead of this year’s National 

elective conference and 2024 elections. Whether the embarrassment of the 2021 local elections is sufficient 

to catalyse an ANC-wide drive to improve is hard to say. However, with his second term as ANC President 

in the balance, the need for Ramaphosa to leverage the well-timed Zondo report to secure another term is 

far more urgent.  
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Rampahosa May Lean on Basic Income Grant to Tip the Scales 
 

The need for a change in the status quo is evident, but to tip the scales, Ramaphosa will need to make 
several key symbolic victories over his RET rivals while regaining the trust of the people. Key adversary 
and suspended ANC SG Ace Magashule will be an important figurehead for the RET this year as he tries 
to take part in the elective conference amid ongoing personal corruption proceedings. The ANC has already 
been seen to distance itself from Magashule, by forcing him to withdraw his unsanctioned event and 
banning him from the 110th birthday celebration on 6 Jan - a decision that was noticed by political analysts. 
He faces corruption proceedings on 21-22 Feb at the Bloemfontein High court, which will be watched 
closely as the Ramaphosa faction continues to sideline him. While a conviction against Magashule is a tall 
order, symbolic victories over those implicated in the Zondo report or even a ruling to send Zuma back to 
prison would be important psychological victories for the Ramaphosa camp. 
 

Moreover, Ramaphosa may be tempted to push for a basic income grant to regain public support, despite 
FinMin Godongwana’s vocal position in favour of more targeted, less permanent measures using temporary 
tax windfalls. Analysts will be watching Ramaphosa’s policy on corruption-accused candidates running for 
ANC leadership, as this would be the easiest way to exclude Magashule - but this may be too direct an 
approach and not be approved by Parliament. The next few months of discussion over the Zondo report 
will be crucial in determining its capacity to crush the RET faction, with Ramaphosa’s State of the Nation 
(SONA) Address in Feb being the first major statement of intent for the year ahead. With campaigning for 
December’s NEC already underway, political players will soon start making their moves. So, buckle up for 
power politics in 2022.     
 


